Save time and money on your
purchasing activity...
...by removing complexity and
making it simpler to do business

££££ £

Brilliantly effective, best value food purchasing solutions &
ultra-efficient supply chain management systems
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“e-foods’ online
purchasing solution is a
delightful contradiction
- increased efficiency,
equivalent or improved
quality, yet lower spend.

IMPROVE YOUR
PROFITABILITY...
e-foods’ focus is to
achieve this by saving
both time and money on
your purchasing activity.

In short, we guarantee to
save time and money”
Paul Mizen, Managing Director

...BY CREATING YOUR PAGE 4-5
IDEAL SUPPLY CHAIN
Ensuring your supply chain is
accredited, flexible and robust. And
managed to follow best value without
compromising quality.

ALL MADE SIMPLE WITH
INTELLIGENT, EASY TO
USE ONLINE SYSTEMS

PAGE 8-9
...BY SIMPLIFYING &
REDUCING ADMIN
Consolidation of ordering, invoicing and
payments is just the beginning of the
dramatic simplification achievable with
e-food’s purchasing solutions.

PAGE 12-13

...BY CUTTING SPEND
WITHOUT COMPROMISING
QUALITY
Significantly reducing your food cost & overall
spend through combined buying power, smart
procurement and best value purchasing.

££££ £
PAGE 16-17

...BY INCREASING
OVERSIGHT & CONTROL
Enabling your management, purchasing
& finance teams with 24/7 oversight &
control of your sites’ purchasing activity.
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PAGE 20-21
...BY CENTRALISING
MENU MANAGEMENT
Keeping costs, nutrition and allergens visible
and under control with live pricing and
extensive product data.

A short history:
It started with fresh produce
and a Contract Caterer...
e-foods was founded in Manchester by
Managing Director Paul Mizen in 2004. Paul
knew that, in common with many industries,
e-commerce was changing the landscape of the
hospitality and catering sectors.
There were already consortia and buying groups
giving businesses access to a wide range
of products and pricing structures, however
translating this into an online solution required
new thinking.
A new approach was needed
e-foods came into being with a brilliantly simple
purchasing solution “e-fresh” that allowed clients
to gain access to the benefits of e-trading
without making dramatic changes to the way
they did business.
e-foods started with the supply of fresh produce
- one of the most competitive product lines
into the Contract Catering sector - typified
by finely balanced food budgets. Success
here demonstrated e-foods’ business model
was effective and proved its ability to supply
competitively. e-foods is still supplying that first
customer today!
Since its launch the company has seen rapid
growth for its uniquely complete purchasing
solution. Investment in systems and services is
continual and the current solutions are industry
leading for flexibility and performance.

today, e-foods supplies all
sectors of the food and
hospitality industry across a
host of food and non-food
categories.
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...YOUR IDEAL
SUPPLY CHAIN

EVERYTHING YOU NEED

e-foods has a portfolio of over 600
suppliers covering all categories.
Creating the ideal supply chain is not a
prescriptive process - it’s whatever suits your
business best. Use e-foods suppliers through
our systems, use existing suppliers by inviting
them into our systems, or a mix. You decide,
we’ll advise but won’t dictate.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fresh Produce
Dairy & Bakery
Meat, Poultry & Fish
Dried, Frozen & Chilled
Deli, Snacks & Confectionery
Drinks & Beverages
Hygiene & Cleaning
Office Supplies
White Goods & Electricals
Work Wear
Table Wear, Linen
Laundry Services
Utilities & Waste Services

Whatever you need...
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IN ONE PLACE

With all your suppliers in one place,
performance managed by e-foods,
administering your supply chain is as simple
as if it were just a single supplier. Consolidated
ordering, invoicing and payment substantially
reduces and simplifies all your supplier
purchasing administration.

LOCAL, REGIONAL &
NATIONAL SUPPLIERS

e-foods helps you build the ideal mix of
suppliers from a portfolio with local, regional
and national capability. A blend from all is
usually the most capable to provide the most
cost effective and robust supply solution.
e-foods is not tied to any supplier so will
always work to your ideal model.

YOUR ENTIRE SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGED AS EASILY AS IF IT
WERE A SINGLE SUPPLIER...

e-foods – first to achieve the BRC Global Standard for Agents & Brokers
e-foods is delighted be the first business of its type to have achieved certification to the BRC Global
Standard for Agents & Brokers. The standard, awarded after independent audit, is a great way to
demonstrate that e-foods’ operational and supply chain management procedures are robust and effective.

BRILLIANT LOCAL
SUPPLY, NATIONALLY

FULLY ACCREDITED &
MANAGED

ONLINE & OFFLINE
SOLUTIONS

The e-foods supply model is unrivalled for its
ability to provide local supply to each site on
a national basis. Local means flexible, agile
and versatile. It brings low food miles, support
to local economies and suppliers passionate
about what they produce. Service levels
are matched and monitored to your KPI’s to
ensure your supply chain performs optimally.

Every supplier is managed and monitored.
Due diligence is assured with managed
accreditations and full traceability. Our
processes are independently certified to the
BRC Agents & Brokers Standard for total
confidence in safe and legal supply. e-foods
has ready made supply chains to support Food
for Life standards nationally. Robust and safe
supply is central to the e-foods model.

Choose fully integrated online ordering at site
level via tablet or pc direct into our systems.
Or opt for telephone ordering to suppliers that
enter and manage orders through our systems.
In both instances you have total visibility,
oversight and control of purchasing activity at
every site.

e-foods manages your supplier portfolio,
negotiating price, service and specification.
Field account managers complete regular
“back door” checks and supplier audits to
ensure standards are maintained. We maintain
the relationship to your best advantage; you
get on with your business.
Constant benchmarking ensures pricing is
always optimised and with such a wide roster
of suppliers, innovations are frequent and
effective at adding value.
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A STUDY IN SUCCESS - HOTEL SECTOR

20,000 fewer invoices
e-foods’ distinctive purchasing support includes e-live,
e-foods’ online system that allows sites to place one
order with many suppliers, saving time and reducing
administration costs. Shearings has already benefited
from e-foods’ systems that consolidates invoicing and
will now process around 20,000 fewer invoices a year.
Local supply, nationally

“The only way we can support our
local suppliers without incurring greater
administration costs is through our ongoing partnership with e-foods.”
Bryan Pitman, Purchasing Manager, Shearings
Holidays - Coast & Country Hotels & Bay Hotels.
Substantial Saving
e-foods supplies fresh produce, meat and dairy
to Shearings Hotels. e-foods was able to offer a
significant ongoing saving across each of the supplied
product categories.
The Shearings Group is one of the foremost UK
holiday companies and provides 1 million passenger
holidays per year. As one of the UK’s prominent hotel
operators, Shearings own and operate 50 hotels that
are known under their two main brands; Bay Hotels
and Coast and Country Hotels. The group has industry
leading occupancy rates that are as high as 90%.
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Although operating nationally, Shearings places a
strong emphasis on using local supply routes to
ensure that local, seasonal, high quality produce is
being used in its kitchens. e-foods manages and has
provided a fully accredited local supply chain that not
only supports the local economy but is also reliable,
robust and flexible. Using one single supply route for
all products means that if something goes wrong the
whole delivery can be affected and, with such high
occupancy rates, failure to supply can be devastating.
With e-foods’ supply chain there is always a backup,
reducing the risk and providing supply assurance.
Win, Win
Bryan Pitman, Shearings’ Group Purchasing Manager
said “We are now processing 20,000 fewer invoices
a year across all of our 49 sites due to one
consolidated payment to e-foods, which pays all of
our local suppliers.
The reduction in administration and the savings in
ordering, invoicing and delivery systems strongly
influenced our decision to work with e-foods.
Their partnerships with local suppliers has allowed
us to put in place national coverage, that supports
the local economy, plus ensuring a quality service
is maintained and, where needed, a same day back
up provided. All in all everyone benefits, Shearings,
the supplier and ultimately our guests.”
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...SIMPLIFY &
REDUCE ADMIN

+

+

+

+

+

=

NOT ANY MORE!

ONE, FIXED NATIONAL
PRICE FILE

CONSOLIDATED
ORDERING

CONSOLIDATED
INVOICING

Managing hundreds of price files
across all your locations and
multiple suppliers can amount to an
almost impossible task. Tracking
changes and ensuring you’re
paying the right prices becomes an
huge administrative burden.

With all your suppliers in one place
consolidated ordering saves time
in dealing with suppliers. Place an
order across many suppliers in one
order and the system automatically
breaks up the order and distributes
the correct items to each supplier.

The paperwork mountain disappears
- consolidated invoicing to suit you is
generated automatically.

e-foods provides you with one price
file applicable to all your locations,
making it simple to administer and
easy to check for best value.
Add in the fact that prices are held
for a fixed term and you also cut out
the challenge of administering price
fluctuations.
Dramatic time and paperwork
saving are the result.

If you opt to maintain telephone
ordering by your sites to suppliers
you still benefit from live visibility
of activity. Suppliers use the portal
to manage the order ensuring you
have oversight of purchasing at
head office.

No rekeying of paper invoices
eliminates errors and brings a
dramatic reduction in the number of
invoices to process as a result - a
50 site hotel chain was receiving
1,200 dairy invoices per month that
reduced to just 50...

Standing orders are easy to set up
and manage and the systems also
accept orders by EDI and integrate
seamlessly with your existing
business systems.

ELIMINATE THE PAPERWORK MOUNTAIN
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one order
one invoice
one payment

Fruit & Veg Snacks & Beverages Frozen, Dry
Confection
& Chilled

online
purchasing
system

Dairy

Fish

Bakery

Meat

???

Specialist

Stationery Utilities Electricals Workwear &
Tablewear

e-foods’ systems automatically consolidates your purchasing administration.

One consolidated order for multiple suppliers.
One consolidated invoice by periods to suit you - weekly, monthly, etc.
... & e-foods handles all your payments too - a single payment from you is broken up and allocated to pay all your suppliers - the time and cost saving is immense!
The Chartered Institute of Purchasing & Supply estimates the cost of processing an invoice to be in the range £25 to £50 - e-foods will eliminate 1000’s of invoices.

CREDIT NOTES
ELIMINATED
If a delivery doesn’t match what’s
been ordered, you control the
invoice. The system allows you to
update the items and quantities
received, which is automatically
notified to the supplier to accept or
dispute.
An invoice is only generated when
you accept the delivery when the
dispute is resolved so chasing
credit notes is a thing of the past,
with only clean, correct invoices
available in real-time.

CONSOLIDATED
PAYMENT & RETROS
Paying hundreds of suppliers on
different payment terms across
your estate is time consuming and
expensive.
With one consolidated payment
to e-foods, e-foods splits the
payment and pays your suppliers
automatically.
The same payment term means
managing cash flow becomes
straightforward.
If retrospective discounts are part of
your purchasing structure, e-foods
automatically collects and deducts
the amounts from your supplier
payments on a rolling basis,
maximising your cash flow.

PAPERLESS,
CENTRALISED &
INTEGRATED
The system is as close to paperless
as possible. Everything is managed
through an online portal that
requires no special hardware or
software, just a web browser and
a pc or tablet to access a world of
purchasing!
With everything in one place your
purchasing activity at every level
becomes visible and real-time.
Smart customised dash boards give
an “at a glance” overview of your
key information and indicators.
e-foods’ systems are able to
provide a stand alone solution or
integrate seamlessly with your
business systems.
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A STUDY IN SUCCESS - LEISURE SECTOR
Remote support!
e-foods supplies fresh produce, dairy and bakery to
the YHA’s countrywide network of accommodation that
includes 140 youth hostels.
e-foods has already successfully served YHA for 4
years through its carefully managed network of local
suppliers, a network that has proven capable of serving
even the most difficult to reach sites. The shared
values of supporting the local economy through local
supply, an area that e-foods is expert in, cements the
relationship.
Massively reduced paperwork

“Through e-foods we have our ideal
supply chain and support at site level
- something that is essential as some
sites really are off the beaten track
and need special arrangements to
get supplies to them. Not only this but
we’ve gained control of our purchasing
that can be carefully monitored through
the online system.”
John McGrath, Head of Enterprise & Procurement for
YHA (England and Wales)

YHA use e-foods’ e-live online system that dramatically
simplifies supplier administration with an end-to-end
ordering, invoicing and payment solution. The system
allows YHA to enjoy the benefits of local supply without
the paperwork mountain and costs associated with
managing such a large network. Sites place one
consolidated order online and have access to a wealth
of information, including integrated menu costing,
nutrition and allergen data.
Ideal supply chain
John McGrath, Head of Enterprise & Procurement for
YHA (England and Wales) said “The system allows
YHA to enjoy the benefits of local supply without
the paperwork mountain and costs associated with
managing such a large network. Sites place one
consolidated order online and have access to a
wealth of information, including integrated menu
costing, nutrition and allergen data.  
Not only this but we’ve gained control of our
purchasing that can be carefully monitored
through the online system, a real win-win
situation. Future, long term aspirations for the
YHA are to further utilise the online portal for other
product categories.”
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...CUT SPEND WITHOUT
COMPROMISING QUALITY

Behind e-foods’ systems sits a
team expert in purchasing and
procurement. e-foods’ focus is to
realise best value for our clients at
every level - we know it’s the most
effective way to retain your business.

Jan

CONSOLIDATED BUYING POWER

£

THE LINE OF BEST VALUE
Scale is a potent force when
it comes to buying power. By
consolidating spend across all its’
clients, e-foods’ is able to provide
access to pricing structures that
are significantly below the level
achievable against your own spend
in isolation.

£

Feb Mar

FIXED TERM PRICING,
ONE NATIONAL PRICE FILE

£
e-foods gives you two simple things
that bring enormous benefits:
Fixed term pricing
By holding pricing for agreed
periods you can plan budgets
knowing that your costs are fixed
and your margins assured.
Jan

Feb Mar

One national price file
Managing different pricing for
the same products at different
locations and hundreds of price files
from each supplier is a massive
challenge that makes margin
tracking almost impossible. e-food’s
provides one price file for all your
products that holds nationwide,
making menus easy to cost and
following margins simple.

GREAT SAVINGS FROM ROLLING HOLISTIC REVIEWS OF SPEND
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£
A simple cup of tea...
e-foods conducted blind tea tasting
events with a care home group.
e-foods introduced a lesser know brand
of tea bag - Tea from the Manor - and
compared its taste to major brands
- the new tea won the taste test and
delivered a 17% saving against the
major tea brands - just one example of
e-foods’ smart procurement.

Jan

Feb Mar

£

ONGOING PRICE BENCHMARKING,
PRICE RISE MITIGATION

£

7

7
3

We know that to retain your business
we must continually demonstrate the
value of e-foods.
If likely price rises become visible we
work with you to devise a mitigation
strategy - supplier switch, product
switch, every option is considered to
help you manage budgets.
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BEST VALUE PROCUREMENT,
INNOVATIVE PROCUREMENT

£
The most effective route to the best
pricing is through our purchasing
teams’ bench-marking activity.
Constant monitoring of pricing
ensures changes are picked up
quickly and acted upon. We hold
regular benchmarking reviews
with our clients, but, for e-foods,
for Feb Mar
Jan
Jan Feb chasing
Mar down every opportunity
improvement is a daily activity.
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£

THE BEST PRICE

e-foods’ takes a holistic view of your
purchasing spend and is expert in
seeking best value. The price you pay
for goods is just one part of the true
cost. e-foods will exam every aspect of
food cost:
•

DIRECT TO MANUFACTURER
DEALS

Ready made vs raw ingredients
7
vs pre-prepped ingredients
7

7

•

Pack sizes and pack splits 7

•

Yield

•

Product rationalisation

•

Branded vs unbranded blind
tastings

•

Best buys, offers and promotions

3

£

With combined spend comes
the opportunity to approach
manufacturers direct. Shortening
the supply chain is always effective
at improving prices and e-foods has
a host of deals on core lines such
a bacon, butter, tea, coffee, etc that
provide dramatic
7 savings.

7

7

3

7

- Just a few of the areas efoods
evaluates, manages and monitors to
optimise best value on your behalf.
With such a wide portfolio of suppliers,
600 plus, and “eyes on the industry”
innovative new products are always
arriving for integration into menus to
drive further value.
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A STUDY IN SUCCESS - CARE SECTOR

“e-foods has raised the bar with the
support they have provided for us. The
tasting events have helped us explore
the quality and cost options across our
purchasing and have given us a much
better understanding of how we can
improve the food experience for our
residents.
A single price-file across our 240
Homes has made managing food cost
simple and we’ve seen a substantial
saving across all food products - meat,
fresh, dairy and dried and frozen.
The level of detail e-foods has gone
into has illuminated some of the true
costs of our purchases, allowing us to
reduce spend, yet maintain or, in some
cases, improve the quality of the food
we buy”
Because of locked down approved
buying lists we’re now confident that
Homes are using products
that meet specification for
price, quality and traceability,
essential to meet our
commitment to the Food for Life
standard.
Tracy Sutherland, Head of Hospitality, HC-One Care
Homes.
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Matchless support
e-foods began its association with HC-One by first
supplying fresh produce and then meat to all sites for
25,000 meals a day through a managed network of
local suppliers.
e-foods went on to supply all food and now supports
HC-One’s 240 sites, including 40 sites of between 75
and 150 beds, with local suppliers and nationally from
Bidvest Foodservice. e-foods has facilitated:
Change management - Successful migration from
incumbent supplier Brakes to Bidvest Foodservice.
Cost control - Consolidating supply has empowered
the purchasing team with management information to
make informed choices.
Menu development - Supplier introductions for texture
modified and high nutrition meals and organisation
of Chefs’ Food Forums to develop menu ideas and
nutrition.
Cost reduction - Development days for blind tasting of
equivalent quality, lower cost food products.
Yield comparison - A yield comparison event for
true cost procurement saved 4p per 100g portion on
minced meat products.
Administration efficiency - Time and cost to
administer invoices and payments has dramatically
reduced through consolidated supply.
Due diligence - e-foods monitors all supplier
accreditations and product traceability.
Food for Life - e-foods work and guidance on local
supply chain management, provenance and product
sourcing has assisted HC-One to become the first
national care home group to achieve the Food for Life
Bronze award. e-foods’ work was nominated for an
award in the Supply Chain Excellence category in the
2015 national FPC Fresh Produce awards.
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...INCREASEOVERSIGHT
& CONTROL

24/7/365
LIVE DATA

LIVE CUSTOM
PERFORMANCE
DASHBOARD

e-foods’ systems empower your
purchasing and finance teams with
live information available 24/7/365.

With locked approved
buying lists (ABL’s) you
control what is available
to buy.

Headline figures or drill down
into individual products,
suppliers, locations, it’s all there.
Total oversight to inform your
management decisions.

ABL’s eliminate margin
damaging rogue spending
and ensure products are
approved for price and,
equally as important, quality,
safety and traceability.

NO MONTH-END
SURPRISES

Information at a glance is available through
our single screen custom dashboard.
Decide which performance information
you want to see and we’ll configure your
dashboard. You won’t miss a thing and can
react instantly to information as it refreshes.
Spend, location, consumption, etc, you
decide, we make it make it visible.
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LOCKED
APPROVED
BUYING LISTS
(ABL)

STOP ROGUE
SPENDING

OVERSIGHT AT A
GLANCE

INFORMATION IS POWER!

SET BUDGET
LIMITS

Limit spending with budgets that
can be fixed by time period, by
product or by category.
You control the amount of flexibility
sites have on spending. Set flags
for overspend or block overspend
unless approval is released. You’re
always in control.

CONTROL AND
LIMIT SPENDING

FULL
INTEGRATION

e-foods’ systems are able to provide
a stand alone solution or integrate
with your business systems - all
business documentation can be
received by or sent from the system
using industry standard formats to
your own computer systems.
Full EDI and a host of transfer types
and file formats are fully supported.

SEAMLESS AND
EFFICIENT

MARKET
INTELLIGENCE

What’s on the horizon? e-foods
is a well connected business and
provides clients with useful market
intelligence.
Expected pricing changes due
to a broad spectrum of factors
- fuel cost, weather, seasonal
opportunities and trends are all
made visible to inform planning,
future uptake and price rise
mitigation strategies.

MAKE SMART
CHOICES

looking good

in season

not so good
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A STUDY IN SUCCESS - HEALTH SECTOR
All food lines
Cambian is a specialist provider of behavioural health
services across England and Wales. They support over
2,400 children and adults in 250 services and employ
more than 6,000 people.
Optimised local and national supply
e-foods provides local supply to Cambian sites across
all food products – fresh produce, meat, fish, poultry,
dairy, dried and frozen goods through its national
network of accredited suppliers. Extensive work on
rationalising buying lists has brought solid long term
savings and a national pricing structure has further
improved cost management.

“We had around 120 suppliers and
were looking to centralise our food
purchasing and bring better oversight
and control. e-foods’ ability to provide
a centrally managed, accredited supply
chain has given us the visibility and
ease of administration that we need to
achieve our best value goal.
We still have great local suppliers at
every location, but now e-foods takes
care of managing our supply chain, we
can get on with running our business.
With estimates of around £35 as the
cost to process an invoice, the single
payment for all suppliers has brought
dramatic savings too.”
Chris Shadrach, Procurement Co-ordinator at
Cambian
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Chris Shadrach, Procurement Co-ordinator at Cambian
commented “We had around 120 suppliers and
were looking to centralise our food purchasing
and bring better oversight and control. e-foods’
ability to provide a centrally managed, accredited
supply chain has given us the visibility and ease
of administration that we need to achieve our best
value goal.
We still have great local suppliers at every location,
but now e-foods takes care of managing our
supply chain, we can get on with running our
business. With estimates of around £35 as the
cost to process an invoice, the single payment for
all suppliers has brought dramatic savings too. A
single national, fixed term pricing structure further
improves our ability to support our sites with a
consistent high quality food offering.”
Offline ordering, yet full management oversight
Cambian utilises e-foods’ e-fresh online system. The
system dramatically simplifies supplier administration
with an end-to-end ordering, invoicing and payment
solution. Cambian sites phone through their orders
to suppliers and suppliers use the e-fresh system
to process the orders that in-turn allows Cambian
management to track and control spend in real time.
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...CENTRALISING MENU
MANAGEMENT
The objective of producing appetising,
nutritional on budget meals requires
careful management.
e-foods systems are brilliantly effective
at meeting this goal with easy to use but
capable menu management modules.
Centralising menus gives yet more
control of quality, spend and margin at
site level.

FROM AVOCADO
SALAD... ...TO ZABAGLIONE
...MENUS MANAGED

LIVE MENU
COSTING

MENU & RECIPE
LIBRARY

e-foods systems’ pricing is live,
allowing you to cost every dish and
check each margin against actual
costs.

Build individual dishes with detailed
preparation steps, build entire
menus and manage them centrally.

Pricing changes are automatically
reflected in the costing of each dish
allowing instant review of menus.
Promoting selected dishes with
strong margins is easy with live
oversight of your best performing
lines and dishes.
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Provide controlled access at site
level selectively or library wide.

FULL NUTRITIONAL
DATA
Live nutritional information is
integrated into every ingredient
for visibility of nutrition value
individually or as a complete dish.
Any adjustments to recipes or
ingredient substitutions update in
real time for instant comparison and
testing.
Specialist diets and dishes become
easy to manage and match to
individuals nutritional needs.

NUTRITIONIST
e-foods uses registered nutritionists,
dieticians and BDA approved (British
Diabetic Association) specialists
to provide full support with menu
planning.
e-foods has worked closely with
the Food for Life programme and
Soil Association and developing
compliant nutritionally balanced
menu cycles for the education and
care sector.

Why does it
matter?

ALLERGEN
INFORMATION &
SUPPORT
All products are supported with full
allergen information ensuring you
comply with the new allergen laws.
e-foods doesn’t limit its involvement
to providing information - a
dedicated allergen specialist is part
of the e-foods team and is available
for advice and guidance on how to
effectively manage allergen risk.

Food nutrition and
allergen information
is intrinsically linked
to safety and the
increasing demand
from consumers for
food that is of known
provenance.
e-foods is your
expert partner to
help you meet your
legal obligations
and wider food
objectives.

Ingredients
Allergens
Nutritional Analysis
Preparation
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e-foods works in partnership with clients
to remove purchasing complexity, simplify
administration and reduce costs, whilst improving
clients’ profitability and supplier control.

“

We build our menus in the e-foods online
system and use the nutritional information
it provides to create healthy, nutritionally
balanced meals for our residents”

Ca

“

e-foods’ online system allocates spend to
stock groups allowing accurate visibility of
costs in each area - food, cleaning, etc., so
we know exactly where our money goes”

re & Health

te
o
H

ls & Leisur

e

Broad Based
Expertise
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“

Recipe costing is simple with the online
tools and we’ve the pick of the best
suppliers in the area, perfect for keeping
quality high and costs under control”

te
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Se

Contra
ct

Education

Using e-foods saved us 12% on average
across our food spend and consolidated
paperless ordering invoicing and payments
cut our admin dramatically”

Marketing support
e-foods provides extensive marketing collateral and
activity to support its’ clients food offer
•

Weekly market information

•

Competitions

•

Bespoke promotional materials

•

Event support

•

Legislative change support – allergens and
labelling

•

Monthly newsletter

•

Weather warnings

Education
e-foods provides brilliantly
effective best value food
purchasing solutions.
It does this through networks of accredited suppliers
shaped into your ideal supply chain & managed through
smart, simple & easy to use online systems.

Systems & solutions that
•

Consolidate diverse purchasing activities

•

Consolidate orders, invoices and payments

•

Consolidate purchasing strength

•

Manage suppliers & service

•

Manage due diligence

•

Benchmark best price & value

•

Drive best value purchasing decisions

•

Deliver innovative product solutions

•

Control spend

•

Deliver 24/7/365 oversight
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To our suppliers...

Environment
e-foods is committed to working for a better environment and
reducing its carbon footprint.

The e-foods customer base is large and is
nationwide across many sectors...

•

Local supply for reduced food miles

Centralised purchasing gives our suppliers access to this
substantial purchasing spend across the country. We buy
well, yes, but in return our suppliers gain new sales through
the e-foods system from a much wider range of customers.

•

Route mapping for most economic routes

•

Mixed pallets used to reduce wastage

•

Over 50% packaging recycled

•

Customer returns of unwanted packaging for recycling

Our approach to delivering best value for e-foods’ clients
focuses on providing shared opportunities that build
positive trading relationships with suppliers to ensure they
bring the very best to the table in terms of
pricing.

•

Training and awareness to minimise energy usage

•

Working to reduce carbon emissions and electricity
usage by 10%

All our suppliers use the system to
manage the flow of orders and deliveries it’s as effective at saving time for suppliers
as it is for our customers.
Payments are prompt and are made
within two days of customer payments to
e-foods.
The system is simple and effective
- interested in becoming an e-foods
supplier? Contact e-foods and talk to our
purchasing team about your story.

Our suppliers !

Tower Bridge, South East London

10
miles
Marbec House, The Aspley Bus Centre,
Aspley Way, London, NW2 7LZ
Marbec Meats is a family-run wholesale meats business which has
been supplying and retaining customers since 1969. They believe
in being responsive to the needs of customers and have built up
an enviable reputation in the trade as a butcher of trust, supplying
products at stable, reasonable and acceptable prices where and
when the customers need or want them.
In 1996, the company moved to a new purpose-built factory which
complies with all the latest EEC hygiene regulations, and reinforces
their commitment to guaranteeing the quality of supplies. They are
members of the National Association of Catering Butchers.

Frozen,
Dry
& Chilled

ge
Brid
Tower

Accreditations:

The award offers
assurances to both
Residents and relatives that
food is responsibly sourced,
unprocessed and free from
trans fats and additives.

Fish

10

miles

762

miles

Unit 3 Roslin Square, Roslin Road,
Acton, London W3 8HD
Fenns of Piccadilly is a family run company that has grown over
twenty years and maintained the importance of dealing with its
customers, no matter how big or small. Amongst their clients are
hotels, restaurants, pubs and private catering firms, so they perfectly
understand the needs of all businesses within the trade. Fenns have
recently relocated to a brand new purpose built factory in Acton, West
London, enabling us to cater for everyone in and around the London
area or within the M25 and further if required.

Accreditations:

Unit 1 Crescent Wharf North, Woolwich
Road, Silvertown, London E16 2BG

Fish

M&J is passionate about fish, local service, and sustainability. M&J
Seafood is a member of Europe’s largest foodservice business,
the Brakes Group. The combination of their local branches and the
UK’s largest range of fresh, frozen and chilled seafood products
enables them to offer first class local service to over 12,000 chefs
nationwide - whatever the requirement. Their varied customer base
includes restaurants, hotels, pubs, contract caterers, education
and quick service restaurants as well as supplying fishmongers
and other wholesalers.

Accreditations:

Battersea Depot
SW8 3HJ

The Food for Life award
is an independent
endorsement that
guarantees Residents are
enjoying freshly prepared,
trustworthy food.

4

miles

Willow House Orbital
24 Oldham Street
Manchester M34 3SU

9

miles

Bidvest 3663 is a leading
foodservice wholesale distributor
and the preferred supply partner
for over 60,000 customers across
Frozen, Dry
& Chilled
the UK. They pride themselves on
their ability to provide anything from
a teaspoon to a catering solution to customers of all
sizes. They provide every food option from quality
ingredients to finished meals, including a number of
own brand ranges as well as all the big brands and
regional specialities.

e-foods manages all dairy needs from
milk and cheese to bread and butter
through its e-dairy service. e-dairy is
e-foods’ national network of dairies
and dairy farms that provides local
supply for each HC-One Home. The e-dairy network
ensures that local dairy businesses around HC-One
Homes are supported. The distance and accreditation
shown is for the nearest dairy in the e-dairy network.

Accreditations:

Accreditations:

A typical supplier map

e-foods is a supplier member of the Food For
Life catering scheme and works with customers
to achieve either bronze, silver or gold awards.

E-Foods Limited, Willow House, Orbital 24, Oldham Street, Denton, Manchester M34 3SU
Tel. 0161 337 9154 Fax: 0161 335 0829
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Email: info@e-foods.co.uk

Web: www.e-foods.co.uk

